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M-Day, Wef?

M-Day, the holiday unique to Montana School of Mines, started literally with a blast at 7:00 on the morning of Wednesday, May 1. The real kick-off began the day before with the ice cream parade; in which the candidates for student-body offices presented their platforms. Holiday-minded students spent the remainder of the dayloating the globe.

The following morning crews whitewashed the M and cleaned the campus and the roads. After lunch, served by the Copper Guards, the students enjoyed Kangaroo Court where some members tried by the senior class.

The events of the day concluded with a dance, sponsored by the Copper Guards, in the Copper Lounge.

Stolz-Vine Elected

Professor Gustav Stolz Jr. and Professor William A. Vine were newly elected to the office of President and Secretary-Trustee, respectively, of the Butte Chapter Montana Society of Engineers (M.S.E.) for the coming year.

The M.S.E. is the professional engineers organization and is affiliated with the National Society of Professional Engineers.

Professor Francis M. Young is a member of the Board of Directors.

A Reminder!

The following quote is taken from page 33 of the current Montana School of Mines Catalog:

"Grades and an honorable dismissal will be given only to students who have fulfilled all financial obligations to the college."

As a line of interest, the freshman placement examinations for the fall semester of 1963-1964 will be given on Wednesday, September 25. Registration for that semester will be on Monday, September 24.

CHANGES

The following changes are in effect beginning with the first semester of 1963-1964:

1. Nonresident fees for out-of-state students will be increased $30.00 per semester to a total of $135.00 per semester.
2. Students ranking in the upper 50 per cent of their high school graduating class will be awarded certificates by Dean Montana School of Mines. These awards were formerly
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CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT

We have noted, with pleasure, that the Library has received its new lights. These new fluorescent lights will give the Library a lighter and more cheerful air, and will make its atmosphere more conducive to study.

This improvement brings to mind some of the other changes that could be made on our campus. Many of our classrooms need blackboards that can be written on, and at least one of the classrooms needs to be completed. Overly warm, or overly cold classrooms make learning impossible and will induce a feeling of somnolence in the class. And unfinished classrooms, such as exist in our Petroleum Building, cannot be utilized at all in the learning process. We wonder if a cost analysis—construction costs versus depreciation costs—would not show that these unfinished rooms are costing us money.

The most important change, however, is that we must maintain our reputation with visitors and students; a good physical plant will do much to attract new students to our campus. Many of our present students do not have the money to support our school, and we wonder if they will continue to do so if they are not satisfied with their education.

We are aware that we must maintain our reputation, and that we must keep our students happy. Our school is considered one of the best in the country, and we want to keep it that way.

Census for the United States indicated a population of 405 million.

Mexico's population is now 35 million.

My father's name is Lose mus lives.
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ELECTIONS

We, the students, have just elected the men who will represent us in our student council. We sincerely hope that these new officers will bring us the good job next year. Now that the excitement of campaigns and campaign promises has worn off, we hope that our new officers will remember their pledges to us, that were made at the election convocation.

We were of the opposition, but now that the students have made their choice, we can only go along with the wishes of the new council. One thing still bothers us, however. After talking to some of the election counters, almost everyone who voted, voted for a social body and not individual candidates. We were aware that the two were well-qualified candidates in both of the fractrally split slates. As in the past, we so indecisive that instead of selecting five men, we select one fraternity? Have we lost our ability to decide for ourselves? We hope not, because it is when we turn the franchise over to the students that we truly get what we want. ReSelecting the officers from another fraternity; we are referring to the fact that the majority of the ballots were cast in favor of one fraternity or the other with little consideration of the men involved.

We, that is those who are members of the Anderson-Carlisle Society, still have a chance to exercise our decisive abilities. We can show that we care about our organizations by participating in the forthcoming AIM-E election.

Remember, our organizations can do nothing for us, if we do nothing for them!
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Women's News
By CAROL GRIFFITH and DOREEN SHEA
"M-Day Slumber Party"

Twenty-nine co-eds were present at the "M-Day slumber party held at the home of Nancy Snow. Those who attended were Barbara Schier, Shereek Ekedahl, Diane Mars, Carol Dunstan, Wilma Ritter, Sharon Brown, Peggy Davis, Mary Pat Tidby, Eugenia Andrade, Janice Roberts, Carol Griffith, Kay Chambers, Jo Purnell, Kitty Keane, Paulette Kankel, Brenda Brophy, Lee Ann Peterson, Lynn Gately, Sylvia White, Donna Lubbie, Susan Kramer, Linda Slifer, Cherry Beatty, Dolly Labranche, Nancy Snow, and Willy Thomas. A good time was had by all, and naturally the slumber was rather scanty.

"Project 600" Tea

On Sunday, April 28, the AWS club held their "Project 600" Tea. This purpose of the tea was to promote interest in Montana School of Mines and its opportunities for local women students. The tea was well attended by high school senior girls from Butte and adjoining communities. The Glee Club entertained with four selections, and the girls were interested andAnimation in the dorms. The dorm council at that time gets to work early, we may have them. Cable T-V will also have to wait another year as the cable hookup has not been brought to this part of the city.

Dim Chatter

It is obvious that spring is here. That is if the number of base- ball and soccer balls in the dorm are any indication. Lately, it has been almost worth your while to turn on your unannounced. Soccer has seemingly touched off quite an interesting assumption of trends in that sport, and they have taken advantage of the long hours to gain practice. Too bad it hasn't been warm enough to practice outside.

New facilities for the dorm are out for this year. At a council meeting last month new dryers and extension telephones were discussed, but at the present little headway has been made in obtaining them. Maybe next year when the dorm council at that time gets to work early, we may have them. Cable T-V will also have to wait another year as the cable hookup has not been brought to this part of the city.

Did you survive the "At" Day celebrations? Hope so, because your finals start May 31st.

Alumni News

Ritchey Returns

Robert L. Ritchey, BS Petroleum, 1950, Area Manager of Sales for National Supply Co. returned to the campus for the first time since graduation to interview seniors for possible job placement with his company. The former athlete from Livingston, Montana, stated: "The school looks different with the new buildings, but the type and quality of the students appeared as good as it ever was."

With the recruitment rush, an about-to-be-soldier was being interviewed. "Did you go to grammar school?" asked the sergeant.

The recruit drew himself up. "Yes, sir!" he stated. "I also completed high school, graduated cum laude from Harvard and subsequently obtained my doctorate."

The sergeant nodded amiably, reached for a rubber stamp and pressed it to the questionnaire. It read: "Literate."

The Old Timer

"The woman who constantly interrupts a man's conversation either is already married or never will be."

HELPING MONTANA GROW

Lumber is an important phase of Anaconda's operations in Montana. Logs from Anaconda's scientifically-managed tree farms are turned into quality Ponderosa pine, fir and larch lumber, and a wide variety of wood products are marketed across the nation. Our Anaconda Forest Products Division also manufactures a line of quality homes, under the name of Anaconda Certified Homes.

Anaconda Forest Products has more than 500 employees at its mill in Bonner, Mont. It is an important tax-paying, job-providing enterprise which is helping Montana grow.

Dorm Chatter

It is obvious that spring is here. That is if the number of baseball and soccer balls in the dorm are any indication. Lately, it has been almost worth your while to turn on your unannounced. Soccer has seemingly touched off quite an interesting assumption of trends in that sport, and they have taken advantage of the long hours to gain practice. Too bad it hasn't been warm enough to practice outside.

New facilities for the dorm are out for this year. At a council meeting last month new dryers and extension telephones were discussed, but at the present little headway has been made in obtaining them. Maybe next year when the dorm council at that time gets to work early, we may have them. Cable T-V will also have to wait another year as the cable hookup has not been brought to this part of the city.

Did you survive the "At" Day celebrations? Hope so, because your finals start May 31st.
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Robert L. Ritchey, BS Petroleum, 1950, Area Manager of Sales for National Supply Co. returned to the campus for the first time since graduation to interview seniors for possible job placement with his company. The former athlete from Livingston, Montana, stated: "The school looks different with the new buildings, but the type and quality of the students appeared as good as it ever was."
Grizzlies Defeat Oredigger Squad

The Montana University Grizzlies defeated the Mines baseball squad by 6 to 3 Tuesday afternoon in a baseball game frequently halted by snow flurries.

A triple by catcher Ken Bicka and a home-run by shortstop Tom Croci opened the gates for the Grizzly outburst. The Grizzlies added a tally in the third inning when Hal Westburg reached first on an error and scored when Dan Sullivan rapped a single into centerfield. The University nine added an insurance run in the ninth.

The Mines threatened in the fourth inning, when John Quilici swatted a triple and scored on a throwing error. The Orediggers added a run in the fifth when Frank Quilici singled, moving to second on an infield out, and scoring on a single by John Dunstan. Pitcher Don Poole clouted a triple in the eighth to send John Quilici across the plate with the Miner's final tally.

Pitcher Don Poole gave up five hits and eleven walks and ran his season record to 6 and 1.

Mines Sweep Twinbill
Northern 2, Mines 12

John Quilici gave Northern just three hits to win the opener Saturday, 12 to 2.

The Montana Collegiate Conference round-robin, originally slated for Dillol, was transferred to Butte when a soggy field prevented play earlier in Western's home ground.

John Quilici settled down after a shaky first three innings. Don Poole slammed a round-tripper in the second inning of the Northern game.

Western 9, Mines 15

The hitters took over in the second contest of the afternoon. Mines jumped to a 3-1 first inning lead, and continued to lead throughout the game. Tom Liebisch unloaded with a grand slam in the third inning and added another homer in the sixth inning.

John Dunstan made his presence known with a home run in the fifth inning.

Don Poole went the distance for the Mines. Outside of the third and fourth innings, he was never in serious trouble.

In the Western-Northern game, the boys from Dillol shut out the Lights 8-0.

Acquisition

A book entitled Edward Charles Elliot, Educator by Frank K. Burris has been given to the School of Mines library. A copy of the book was presented by his children to the six units of the Montana University system in their father's memory.

Dr. Elliot served as Chancellor of the University of Montana for over six years between 1916 and 1922. He left Montana on being elected president of Purdue University in 1922. He remained there for twenty-three years and retired in 1945. In 1960 he died at the age of eighty-five.

Until recently Dr. Burris's book had been published only on a limited basis but through the efforts of Dr. Elliot's children copies of the volume have been made available to the institutions of Montana.

Snow 7? Pitcher Don Poole and utility outfielder Jerry Leveque combine to make perfects of Montana sunshine as the baseball season gets underway.

Intramural Standings

Volleyball

Wins Loses

Tau I 7 1
Tau II 7 1
Tau IV 7 1
Durm Dependents 6 2
Faculty 5 2
Choddie Choppers 4 4
Rho I 3 5
Rho II 3 5

Points

Points in intramural competition toward the intramural trophy date are as follows:

Points Independents 200
Theta Tau 177
Sigma Rho 41

The Toggery

MONTANA'S LEADING
CLOTHING STORE
for MEN and BOYS

117 N. Main
Phone 7320

The Varied Sound

Southernmost of Music in Montana

ROPP
550 K.C.

For Quality Appliances See GEO. STEELE CO.

- Maytag
- Admiral TV, Radios
- Refrigerators
- Butte

Grizzly squad in twelve outings.
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